Discrete choice models are widely used for travel demand analyses, and several such models were developed based on random utility theory. The estimation process in such models generally uses the entire study population and the same model structure to estimate average parameter values, but this approach limits the possiblility that the model can fully explain the behaviour of different populations. A new approach, the flexible model structure (FMS), expands existing discrete choice models with the addition of two main components: the segmentation process and model structure search. The aim of the FMS process is to guide the progress of model estimation towards a more behaviourally realistic representation. The main contribution of this paper is to suggest and illustrate a framework that simultaneously searches for the best segmentation and the best model structure for each segment. This paper presents a numerical case study that illustrates the FMS concept. The results indicate that (a) the addition of the segmentation process acts to emphasise the heterogeneity that exists among segments and demonstrates the importance of segmentation by significantly improving the estimation results; and (b) the model structure can vary along segments.
Introduction and literature review
Discrete choice models are usually derived from the assumption of 'utility-maximisation', originally developed in the field of psychology by Thurstone (1927) . Models developed by this method are called random utility maximisation (RUM) models. Among the many RUM models are the standard multinomial logit model (MNL), which was first proposed by Luce (1959) and is the most widely used model; the probit model (Daganzo, 1979) ; the generalised extreme value (GEV) class of models (McFadden, 1978) , which encompasses several models, such as nested logit (NL) (see Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985) and cross-nested logit (CNL) (see Bekhor et al., 2007) .
Discrete choice models are widely used for travel demand analyses. Most of these models deal with a single-choice dimension. In daily life, however, people are often required to make multi-dimensional travel choices simultaneously, and modelling such choices can be a very complex process. Moreover, the large number of modifications to preplanned activities (Doherty and Papinski, 2004) , such as start and end time and location, significantly complicates the modelling process.
The new generation of travel demand forecasting models, the activity based models (ABM), tries to deal with multiple choices in an integrated framework; however, these models simplify the simultaneity of travel choices by grouping them into a hierarchical, multi-dimensional decision structure (Shiftan and Ben-Akiva, 2010 ). The hierarchical model structure for the ABM is usually proposed by the researcher according to a logical order and experience, and it is usually fixed; that is, the researcher tests few structures but assumes a single-choice hierarchical order even though there are a number of possible options (for example, theoretically there are 125 possible hierarchy orders if there are five choice dimensions). Given the significant level of effort in estimating such models, it is not practical to test many different possible structures. There is also no evidence that the logical choice hierarchy order proposed best fits a given data set.
In model estimation, the entire study population is normally used to estimate the fixed model structure proposed by the researcher. The inherent assumption of these models, that the same causal structure governs the behaviour of the entire population, may be incorrect, as human behaviour is known to exhibit considerable variation within and between behavioural units (Pendyala, 1998) . For example, mode choice for some population groups may be driven by destination choice; for others, by such determinants as car ownership; or there may be no mutual influence between mode and destination choices as manifested in their different error structures.
In travel demand modelling, the segmentation process has been used mostly for two main purposes: (a) to divide the data, as in the practice of the 'four-step model', according to trip purpose, and therefore to implement the model for each segment separately (Hensher and Button, 2000; Ourtuzar and Willumsen, 1990) ; (b) to understand travellers' attitudes towards mode choice and to try to characterise groups that are more likely to switch from car to public transportation (Shiftan et al., 2008) .
In the 'four-step model', the segmentation process is fairly simple. The data are divided according to one criterion, usually 'trip purpose'. However, there is no evidence in the literature that segmenting the data according to trip purpose provides maximum heterogeneity among segments and maximum homogeneity within segments. Performing segmentation according to other variables (e.g. trip distances) may achieve better estimation and prediction results.
Some researchers have used segmentation by attitude as shown, for example, by Proussaloglou and Koppelman (1989) , Golob and Hensher (1998) , Golob (2001) , Lieberman et al. (2001) and Anable (2005) . Shiftan et al. (2008) used structural equation modelling (SEM) to simultaneously identify travellers' attitudes, travel behaviour, and the causal relationship between a traveller's socio-economic profile and this traveller's attitudes towards travel. Attitudinal factor scores derived from SEM were used by Shiftan et al. (2008) to group the data into distinct market segments.
Efforts to improve the segmentation process in travel behaviour analysis were first made by Badoe and Miller (1998) , who developed an analytical procedure that automatically identified segments by dealing simultaneously with level of service and socio-economic and spatial factors to determine the relative role that each plays in determining travel behaviour; and by Bhat (1997) , who used an endogenous segmentation approach to model mode choice that jointly determined the number of market segments in the travel population, assigning individuals probabilistically to each segment and developing a distinct modal choice model for each group.
The integrated development of discrete choice models and the segmentation process is provided by the latent class models (LCM). Over the past decade, researchers have recognised that the use of LCM can yield powerful improvements in model explanatory power over traditional MNL and NL.
LCM is used to identify segments of respondents who tend to have similar preferences as manifested in choice-based conjoint (CBC) data. LCM classifies respondents into different segments and estimates the utility for each segment. In other words, the theory underlying LCM posits that individual behaviour depends not only on observable attributes but also on latent heterogeneity, which varies with factors that are unobserved by the analyst.
LCM shows significant improvement in the estimation results, in comparison with traditional MNL and NL, and succeeds in capturing taste variations, thus indicating its efficacy and practicability (see, for example, Greene and Hensher (2003) ; Hess (2009) ). Nevertheless, the same model structure is implemented for all segments, and no attempt is made to test different model structures for different segments.
The purpose of this study was to illustrate the concept of flexible model structure (FMS), based on two main hypotheses: (a) different groups of people have different elasticities of demand; and (b) different model structures may best describe the behaviour of different groups of people in multi-dimensional choice models.
These hypotheses are not new, but they were generally treated in specific contexts in the literature. The contribution of the FMS approach presented in this paper is that it offers a systematic way to tackle a general multi-dimensional choice problem by simultaneously segmentating the population and suggesting the best model structure for each segment to improve model estimation. To the best of the authors' knowledge, such an approach has not been illustrated in the literature. This approach should assist developers of multi-dimensional choice problem models and specific activity-based models currently being developed in many metropolitan areas to improve model design and estimation.
The paper is organised as follows: the next section presents the FMS approach; this is followed by a case study that illustrates the concept. The last section presents the conclusions of this study and proposes future research.
Methodology
The modelling approach for this study was based on the concept behind an FMS and illustrates its implementation to improve the development and estimation of multi-dimension discrete choice models towards more behaviourally realistic representations and explanatory power.
The FMS is composed of two main components.
(a) Segmentation process: the data are divided into two or more segments, according to one variable or a combination of variables. (b) Model structure: the best model structure is then found for each segment.
In the case of destination and mode choice, for example, and assuming that the data are segmented into two segments, three possible model structures are possible: (a) a multi-nomial model; (b) nested logit in which the destination choice appears at the higher level; (c) nested logit in which the mode choice appears at the higher level. In an FMS, a different model structure could provide the best model estimation results for each segment of the data. For simplicity's sake and in order to focus on the general idea of the FMS approach, this study was limited to MNL and NL structures and avoided testing other flexible structures, such as cross-nested logit and mixed logit models.
In general, the variables that were used to segment the data, in addition to the number of segments, were determined according to the data analysis, the researcher's experience, and a process of trial and error. FMS allows a more behaviourally realistic re-presentation having improved explanatory power. The concept and structure of FMS in comparison with the existing approach is presented in Figure 1 . First, the best segmentation for the data is found and then all possible predefined model structures are empirically tested for each segment. The final model is composed of the best model structure for each segment. This idea will be demonstrated by a numerical case study in the next section. As will be shown in the following sections, FMS provides better estimation and prediction results than do existing models.
Numerical case study
To illustrate the implemention of FMS, a numerical case study was carried out using a sample from the 2006 Haifa Household Travel Behavior Survey (Yefe Nof, 2006) . Haifa is the largest city in the north of Israel and the third largest metropolitan area in
Israel. For this case study, it was decided to focus on the mutual decision of trip destination and mode. Different mode and destination choice model structures were tested, first for the entire data set and subsequently for different segments. This will be described in the subsections that follow.
Data description
The data used in the case study include 11 299 non-work trips, made by four modes: (a) car -as a driver; (b) car -as a passenger; (c) bus; and (d) walking. These trips took place in the inner-ring of the Haifa metropolitan area -which, for simplicity, was divided into 41 super zones. Each record of a trip includes personal characteristics (such as age, gender and household size), trip characteristics (such as mode choice, travel time, trip departure and arrival times), and zonal characteristics (population and employment).
Basic statistics of the data characteristics are presented in Table 1 .
Model specification
The 41 destination choices and four mode choices yield a total of 164 alternative choices. The case study consists of two stages.
The first stage estimated three fixed-model structures using the entire data: MNL (Model 1); NL in which mode choice constitutes the higher level of the nest, and destination choice the lower (Model 2 M-D); and NL in which destination choice comes on the higher level, and mode choice on the lower (Model 3 D-M). As mentioned above, the focus of this study was on estimating different model structures within the MNL and NL framework. Obviously, other model structures, such as CNL or GNL, could also be tested.
The second stage divided the population into segments according to different variables, such as personal characterisations, income, and number of cars. In this case study, the segment variables and their values were chosen according to statistical method (using factor analysis), as in personal characterisations, and empirically according to the literature review and the researcher's experience. Flexible model structure for discretechoice models Ishaq, Bekhor and Shiftan Models for each segment were then estimated for the three different model structures: first, SMNL (segmentation multinomial logit) (Model 4); second, SNL_MD (segmentation nested logit) with mode choice at the higher and destination choice at the lower level (Model 5); third, SNL_DM with destination choice at the higher level and mode choice at the lower one (Model 6). For example, when the data were divided into three segments, nine models were estimated (three segments by three model structures).
The fourth model, which is the FMS (Model 7), is a combination of the best estimated model for each segment. That is to say, if there are two segments and the SNL mode-destination produced the best estimation results for the first segment and the SNL_DM produced the best results for the second segment, then the FMS would be a combination of SNL_MD and SNL_DM. Therefore, the first six models are all special cases of Model 7. The estimation process was performed using the BIOGEME software (Bierlaire, 2008) . Figure 2 illustrates the stages of the experiment and the different model structures tested.
Estimation results
The estimation results for the first stage are presented in Table 2 . In addition to the 22 personal and level-of-service variables in the MNL model, NL model 2 contains four nesting coefficients. NL model 3 contains the same 22 variables + 41 nesting coefficients.
Full estimation results will be presented later only for the best model (see Table 6 later).
According to the 'adjust-rho-square' and 'Akaike information criterion (AIC)' measures, Model 2 -NL (mode-destination) and Model 3 -NL (destination-mode) showed very close performance, with a very small advantage to Model 3. These two models cannot be compared by the chi-squared test, as neither is a linear constraint of the other; however, the various goodness-of-fit measures could still be investigated. The same phenomenon occurs for the 'Number of cars' segmentation scheme: Model 5-SNL_MD best fits segments 1 and 3 (no cars and 2+ cars in a household), whereas Model 6-SNL_DM best fits segment 2 (1 car in a household). The 'Number of cars' segmentation scheme achieves the best estimation results among the three schemes. Here, as well, these results show interesting behavioural implications where individuals in households that do not own cars (segment 1) are less flexible to choose their mode, and therefore mode choice appears higher in the hierarchy; in contrast, individuals in households with only one car (segment 2) have more variety in choosing their mode, as there may be competition for the car within the household, with the result that destination choice appears higher in the hierarchy. Individuals in households that own two or more cars (segment 3) are 'captive' to their cars, and therefore mode choice appears, again, higher in the hierarchy.
As mentioned above, FMS (Model 7) is a combination of the best estimated models for each segment. Therefore, the FMS for the 'Income level' segmentation scheme consists of Model 6-SNL_DM for segment 1 and Model 5-SNL_MD for segments 2 and 3. Similarly the FMS for the segemanation by 'Number of cars' consists of Model 5-SNL_MD for segments 1 and 3 and Model 6-SNL_DM for segment 2. As shown in Table 4 , the FMS model yields the best performance in terms of the adjustrho-square and AIC measures. The full FMS model specification for segmentation by 'Number of cars', which was the best model obtained here, is presented later in Table 6 .
In order to illustrate the heterogeneity of segments, Table 5 presents the marginal rate of subtitution as reflected in the coefficient ratios of the three 'Number of cars' segments of Model 6-SNL_DM. It is remarkable that the magnitude and sign of the coefficient ratio differ significantly (at the 5% level of significance) among the three segments of the same model structure. This fact emphasises the heterogeneity of the segments and demonstrates the importance of segmentation. 
Conclusions and future research
The following conclusions highlight the importance of the FSM approach.
(a) The segmentation process improves the estimation results significantly. This can be seen by comparing the results of the Final likelihood in Table 2 (no segmentation) and in Tables 4 and  6 show that a different model structure is suitable for some segments than for others with the same data. This explains the travel behaviour of the different segments. For individuals in households with only one car, the destination choice appears to be higher in the nest hirearchy than is mode choice for individuals who do not own cars; for a household that owns two or more cars, the nesting order appears to be reversed. (d ) In the present case, the improvement in model fit was achieved mainly by the segmentation process and less by different model structures. It should be noted that the focus here was on testing different MNL and NL structures for different segements of the population. More flexible model structurces, such as mixed logit, were not tested.
In summary, the numerical case study illustrates the importance of integrating both components, the segmentation process and the model structure fit, in the estimation of complex discrete choice models. Although each of these components is used to some extent in discrete choice model estimation, this study showed that an integrated approach that simultaneously searches for the best segmentation scheme and for the best model structure for each segement for multi-dimensional choice models can significanly improved such models and their ability to explain behaviour of differetnt segments of the population.
Future work will include the development of a more general integrated methodological framework for discrete choice models. Such a framework will include an optimisation algorithm to search for the best segmentation scheme and model structure. This means that the framework should recommend the number of segments and point to the best combination of variables that segments the data to obtain homogeneous segments. Moreover, it should adjust the best model structure for each segment. To discuss this paper, please email up to 500 words to the editor at journals@ice.org.uk. Your contribution will be forwarded to the author(s) for a reply and, if considered appropriate by the editorial panel, will be published as a discussion in a future issue of the journal.
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